Small-molecule-based organic solar cells (OSCs) are a recurrent alternative to polymer-based OSCs. Due to the higher purity and definition of small molecules compared to polymers, the morphological requirements can be more relaxed. Here, we present a series of novel rhodanine-based small molecule electron donors and blend them with the standard acceptor PC70BM. By performing a target analysis on femtosecond spectroscopy data, we quantify the rates of geminate charge recombination. We are able to reproduce these rates by applying the Marcus-Levich-Jortner equation, using results from quantum chemical calculations. This shows that in a series of differently substituted compounds, one can correctly predict trends in geminate recombination rates by relying only on quantities that are easy to measure (cyclic voltammetry, optical spectra) or that can be calculated by relatively inexpensive methods such as (TD)DFT. Our method should thus accelerate the search for high-performance small-molecule photovoltaic blends.
Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) present specific advantages against conventional solar cells that make them apt for special applications such as building integration and indoor photovoltaics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, both efficiency and environmental stability in OSCs must be substantially increased to meet industry standards. In polymer-based solar cells, both efficiency and stability are limited by the need for a precisely defined nanoscale arrangement ("bulk heterojunction"), which is usually not thermodynamically stable. [7] [8] [9] [10] In principle, these design requirements can be relaxed through the use of small molecules for both donor and acceptor phases. Recently, examples for stable and efficient all-small-molecule OSCs have been presented. [11] [12] [13] Their current-voltage characteristics suggest that small-molecule-based OSCs can indeed exhibit good charge generation and extraction properties at the same time, showing the potential of this novel strategy. For maximum exploitation of the potential of small-molecule-based solar cells, the photophysical pathways and loss channels must be understood in detail. In polymer-based solar cells, ample and detailed analyses are available in relation to morphology, 14, 15 attributing high internal quantum yields to contributions from quantum coherence 16 and delocalized states allowing longrange charge transfer, thus avoiding a strongly bound charge transfer intermediate. 17, 18 It is important to extend these investigations to smallmolecule-based OSC materials. In blends of a polyfluorene (PFO) derivative with the non-fullerene acceptor perylene, evidence for long-range transfer mechanisms were found for excitons created in both PFO and perylene phases. 19 In contrast, in a prototypical all-small-molecule blend, both neutral and charged excitations were found to be localized; the observation of high internal quantum yields was justified by predicting highly activated charge recombination (Marcus inverted region). 20 However, so far, absolute rates for geminate recombination in small-molecule-based OSC materials have not yet been measured and justified in the framework of semiclassical Marcus picture. Here we present a combined experimental-computational analysis of the charge recombination rates in a novel class of small-molecule donor materials. Recent use of rhodanine acceptors (A) in dyes featuring D−A−D architecture, where different triarylamines were employed as donors (D), demonstrated the ability of small and simple organic molecules to efficiently absorb in the entire visible region. 21 Inspired by these systems we designed a new series of materials (see Fig. 1 ) featuring subtle modifications over the arylamine D moieties, which consisted in the use of triphenylamines (TPA) with different substituents on the para position of the phenyl rings (-H (M1), -Me (M2), and -OMe (M3)) and a diphenylamine (DPA) with -OMe substitution (M0). The OSCs fabricated with these materials, when employed as donors blended with the PC70BM acceptor, allowed a thorough study of the charge generation and recombination by femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. Modelling the TA spectra by global and target analysis, we find a significant dependence of the charge recombination rates on the electron-donating character and the steric requirements of the peripheral substituents.
Materials and Methods

Synthesis
The synthetic routes to dyes M0−3 are shown in Scheme 1. All four dyes where straightforwardly obtained in two synthetic steps from a 3,6-dibromofluorenone (1) core, 22 through the sequential insertion of the donor arylamine fragment and, thereafter, the N-(2-ethylhexylrhodanine) acceptor. 12 Compound M0, bearing a diphenylamine motif as donor, was obtained by palladium C-N cross-coupling of 3,6-dibromofluorenone with bis(4-methoxyphenyl)amine, followed by Knoevenagel reaction with the rhodanine acceptor (10) in the presence of β-alanine and acetic acid. Similarly, derivatives M1−3 were obtained by Suzuki-Miyaura reaction with the corresponding triarylamine boronate, followed by Knoevenagel reaction with 10. All Knoevenagel reactions proceeded with moderate to low yields, however, starting materials were easily recovered and repeatedly used until their full conversion. Full synthetic details are available in the ESI †.
Results and discussion
Optical properties
The absorption spectra of the newly synthesised dyes are dominated by a strong (ε = 4.4 × 10 4 M -1 cm -1 ) broad band covering most of the visible range ( Fig. 2a and Table 1 ). In analogy with previous studies, 12 the lower energy band is assigned to an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) process, as confirmed by the quantum-chemical calculations shown in the next section. As a consequence of the ICT character, this band experiences a significant bathochromic shift from 504 nm for M1 to 541 nm for M0, as stronger donors are used (DPA-OMe > TPA-OMe > TPA-Me > TPA-H). It is noteworthy that DPA-OMe exerts a stronger donating effect than the TPA-OMe substituent, a fact that we attribute to the direct N-linking of the DPA units to the acceptor moiety. The onset of the optical absorption ("optical band gap") is estimated at 702 nm for M0 and 690 nm for M3, while a more blue-shifted optical band gap is observed for M2 and M1 (652 and 640 nm, respectively). The presence of the triphenylamine moieties in M1−3 causes a second absorption band peaking at 430 nm, which is absent in M0. Overall, the highest optical absorption yield for solar illumination is found with M3 due to its extended conjugated system. The absorption of the dyes in thin films showed negligible changes with respect to the solution, which may be Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins indicative of a low tendency to form extended donor-rich domains in the blends. As explained below, this observation is not ideal for OSCs, as it tends to reduce the charge extraction efficiency. For the present study however, it is advantageous because small domains strongly reduce the importance of diffusional kinetics in the charge dynamics, allowing us to assess experimentally the elementary back transfer rate. In order to shed light into the electronic transitions that give rise to the experimental absorption spectra, the lowest-lying singlet excited states have been computed within the timedependent density functional theory (TDDFT) framework by using an optimally-tuned long-range corrected density functional (LC-BLYP, γ = 0.15) and the cc-pVDZ basis set (Table  S3 † ). The simulated absorption spectra for M0−3 compounds are shown in Fig. 2b . Note that the presence of intramolecular charge-transfer electronic transitions, owing to the D-A-D architecture of the M0-3 compounds, advises against using standard hybrid density functionals such as the popular B3LYP (see the ESI † for a complete discussion). For the M1−3 compounds, TDDFT calculations at the LC-BLYP(0.15)/cc-pVDZ level predict the first two S0 → S1 and S0 → S2 electronic transitions in the energy range of 2.15-2.41 eV and 2.49-2.64 eV, respectively, in good agreement with the position of the first absorption band experimentally recorded in the 2.25-2.48 eV range (541-504 nm, Fig. 2a and Table 1 ). These electronic transitions are mainly described by one-electron promotions from the HOMO and HOMO-1, localized on the donor TPA units, to the LUMO, which is centred on the fluorene-rhodanine core. They therefore imply intramolecular charge transfer from the peripheral TPA units to the acceptor central moiety. Interestingly, the S0 → S1 and S0 → S2 transitions are computed to decrease in energy moving from M1 to M2 and to M3 (Table  S3 †) , as the electron-donor character of the TPA-substituted moieties increases (from -H to -Me and to -OMe, respectively). For instance, the S0 → S1 transition is found to decrease in energy from 2.41 eV (514 nm) in M1 to 2.37 eV (522 nm) in M2 and to 2.32 eV (534 nm) in M3.
These results are in good accord with the red shift experimentally recorded in the absorption spectra going from M1 to M3 (Fig. 2a) , and with the lowering of the HOMO-LUMO gap upon increasing the electron donor character of the TPA moiety (from 2.26 eV in M1 to 2.07 eV in M3; see Fig. S3 †) . For M0, the lowest-lying charge-transfer electronic transitions S0 → S1 and S0 → S2 are found to be well-separated at 2.16 eV (575 nm) and 2.49 eV (498 nm), respectively, being S0 → S2 much more intense (f = 0.912) than S0 → S1 (f = 0.178). These CT transitions should be ascribed to the experimental band recorded at 550 nm and the shoulder at 650 nm ( Fig. 2a) , whose respective wavelengths are slightly overestimated. LC-BLYP(0.15)/cc-pVDZ calculations predict local excitations centred on the fluorene-rhodanine moiety in the 2.83-2.93 eV (438-423 nm) range for the M1−3 derivatives (Table S3 †) , which is in good correlation with the experimental band observed at 2.90 eV (428 nm). Likewise, the analogous transition in the M0 derivative is calculated at 3.43 eV (362 nm), matching perfectly the position of the feature experimentally recorded at 3.44 eV (360 nm). Note that this transition is better described by a DPA → fluorene charge transfer rather than a local excitation of the fluorene-rhodanine core. Finally, the intense absorption bands in the high-energy region (< 350 nm, Fig. 2b ) originate from a large number of moderately intense transitions, the most important being local excitations centred on the TPA/DPA donor moieties (see, for example, state S11 in Table S3 † for TPAcontaining M1−3 derivatives).
Electrochemical properties
The cyclic voltammograms recorded for dyes M0−3 (Fig. S1 ) clearly show the ambipolar nature of these D−A−D materials. In the cathodic zone, compounds M1−3 exhibit two reversible waves attributed to the reduction of the rhodanine acceptor. As Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins for M0, the molecule seems to experience three non-reversible reductions. The first reduction potential of all four compounds seems to slowly decrease from M1 to M3, with a larger shift of ca. 100 mV for M0, as stronger electron donors are used in the system. Scanning the anodic zone, compounds M1−3 exhibit a single reversible oxidation process related with the triphenylamine group oxidation. With the increase of donor strength from TPA-H < TPA-Me < TPA-OMe there is a noticeable 260 mV cathodic shift in the oxidation potential from M1 (1.16 V) to M3 (0.90 V). Compound M0, on the other hand, exhibits two oxidation processes (at 0.96 and 1.04 V), tentatively attributed to the sequential oxidation of the two diphenylamine groups. As shown in Table S1 , a rise of the HOMO energy is observed as stronger electron-donating substituents are attached to the arylamine groups, increasing from −5.56 (M1) to −5.30 eV (M3). On the other hand, in contrast, the LUMO level shows a negligible effect of the donor strength when considering M1−3, whereas M0 has a higher energy LUMO by around 0.1 eV.
Photovoltaic properties
We have blended M0−3 with the standard acceptor [6, 6] phenyl C71 butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM), varying the M:PC70BM blending ratio from 1:3 to 3:1. From the blends, OSC devices were produced by spin coating deploying PEDOT:PSS and Ca as electron-and hole-blocking layers, respectively (see the ESI † for details). The resulting electrical parameters are given in Table 2 for the 1:3 blends which have shown superior behaviour. The overall values for the power conversion efficiency PCE are in the range of 1.5−3.6%, which is not sufficient for commercial application. However, note that the open circuit voltages (VOC), approach 1 V for M1 and M2, showing the potential of this class of materials. It is also worth mentioning the good correlation between the VOC and the HOMO energy of dyads M0−3, for which the deeper the HOMO the higher the VOC is. While all fill factors (FF) are relatively close together, between 33 and 40% for M1 and M2, respectively, the values for the short circuit current (JSC) vary over more than a factor of two, from 4.1 up to 9.5 mA/cm 2 for M3 and M2, respectively. Thus, from the data in Table 2 , we can conclude that under the chosen preparation conditions, all devices have similarly sub-optimal charge extraction efficiencies (reducing the FF), while significant differences prevail with respect to the efficiencies of free carrier generation (controlling the JSC). It is therefore necessary to understand whether these differences are due to different yields for exciton dissociation or for geminate charge recombination. As both processes are ultrafast, the distinction is best made in the time domain, using transient absorption spectroscopy. 
Transient absorption analysis
To identify elementary loss channels that could explain the electrical performance data in Table 2 , we performed transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy from femtosecond to microsecond time scale. In Fig. 3a , we present femtosecond (fs) TA spectra of a film of pure M2 after excitation with 150 fs pump pulses at 520 nm (2.5 eV) into the lowest energetic absorption band. We observe a band of formally negative TA around 2.3-2.4 eV, caused by a superposition of transient photobleach and stimulated emission bands (PB and SE, respectively). Moreover, we observe photoinduced absorption (PA) bands (causing a positive TA signal) at about 1.0 and 2.0 eV (labelled PAS1 and PAS2, respectively). In pure donor films, it is reasonable to assign these two PA bands to optical transitions (c) Femtosecond TA spectra, normalized at 2.4 eV at a pump-probe delay t = 10 ps for a pure M2 film and for blends with PCBM in a ratio of 1:1 and 1.3 (black, red and green curves, respectively). All films pumped at 2.5 eV with comparable pump energy.
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Please do not adjust margins from the lowest excited singlet state to higher excited singlet states (S1→Sm and S1→Sn, respectively) and therefore to optical probes for the dynamics of the singlet state. This assignment is confirmed by the absence of spectral evolution on a 50 ps time scale, as evidenced by normalizing the spectra of Fig.3a to the same value at a probe energy of ω3 = 2.4 eV, see Fig.3b . In conclusion, we find that in pure M2 the dominant photoexcitation upon resonant pumping is the singlet exciton.
In Fig. 3c , we compare TA spectra at a pump-probe delay of t = 10 ps, for pure M2 and for its blends with PCBM in 1:1 and 1:3 ratios (black, red and green curves, respectively). In the blends, the PAS2 band is decreased with respect to the pristine film, while an additional band peaking at 1.8 eV is observed. This band is most clearly seen in the 1:3 blend (green curve); however, note that also the 1:1 blend (red curve) shows a significantly enhanced TA signal at 1.8 eV where the pure film has very little signal. Furthermore, we note that in the blends the band of positive TA in the near infrared spectral region is sharper and more centred at 1.05 eV; also, its strength with respect to the PB band increases monotonously with increasing PCBM concentration. Therefore, we assign both the sharp feature at 1.05 eV and the new band at 1.8 eV to a photoinduced absorption of the charged state of M2 (PAP1 and PAP2, respectively). This assignment is conformed by quantum chemical calculations, yielding two photoinduced absorption bands D13 and D2 with energetic offsets against the ground state absorption of −0.4 and −1.6 eV, respectively, with similar overall oscillator strengths, confirming the experimental results (see ESI, Figure S36 ).
In Fig. 4 , we show time traces at fixed probe energies of 1.8 and 2.05 eV for M2:PC70BM blends ( Fig. 4a and 4b , respectively). According to Fig. 3c , the TA signal at these probe energies is dominated by the charged and the singlet state, respectively. We find that all time traces, for both the charged and the singlet states, are monotonously decaying over time, irrespective of the PCBM molar fraction. As shown in Fig. 4a , the maximum polaron concentration is reached on a subpicosecond time scale for all samples, and no subsequent build-up is observed on a longer time scale. We conclude that in M2:PC70BM blends, charge separation is predominantly a subpicosecond process not involving exciton diffusion, which can be explained by an intimate intermixing of donors and acceptor phases, in agreement with the low aggregation tendency concluded from the similarity of the solution and thinfilm UV-Vis spectra.
In Fig. 4c , we additionally show time traces recorded in the maximum of the PB band at 2.4 eV. For the pure M2 film and its 1:1 blend, the PB dynamics roughly follow the PA dynamics, i.e. a decay of singlet and charged states is causing also a recovery of photobleach. This is however not the case for the 1:3 blend, Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins in which the PB is constant although the polaron bands are decaying. Since a PB is caused by a molecule not in its electronic ground state, it is an unspecific probe for the presence of excited states of any kind. Hence, we can conclude that in the M2:PC70BM 1:3 blend, charged states do not recombine by returning to the ground state, but by forming a different excited state. This observation points to the formation of triplet states as a consequence of charge recombination. Owing to their similar molecular structure, all synthesized compounds show quite similar optical probes for singlet and charged states. As shown in Fig. 5 , singlet states are characterized by a weak PAS1 band in the NIR spectral region and by a strong but relatively narrow PAS2 band, which is strongly superposed with the negative PB/SE bands. The charged state, which is the dominant photoexcitation when an excess of PC70BM is present, is characterized by a strong band in the near infrared and by another broad band around 1.7-1.8 eV. In all blends studied, charge separation occurs faster than 150 fs, pointing to a small domain size for donor and acceptor rich regions. This is a situation similar to polymer based OSC like un-annealed P3HT:PCBM, where the majority of the charged states are also generated on a time scale close to 60 fs. 16 Such a situation is advantageous for charge generation, since diffusive steps that may lead to exciton quenching are avoided. The down side is, however, that the concomitantly large interfacial area may give rise to enhanced charge recombination.
In Fig. 6 , we compare TA time traces at the probe energies of polaron absorption (1.7 eV) and main photobleach (2.25 eV) for all blends with an M:PC70BM ratio of 1:3. All samples have been pumped at 2.4 eV at comparable pump intensities. The initial strength of TA varies from 2 × 10 -3 up to 4 × 10 -3 , which can be explained by different transmissions of the sample at the pump energy and by different absorption cross-sections of the charged state at 1.7 eV. For all blends, we find significant charge recombination already on the early picosecond time scale, which is the typical time scale for geminate recombination. After 300 ps, 80% of the initial polaron concentration is lost in M1, about 70% in M2, 65% in M0 and about 50% in M3:PC70BM. The distinction between geminate and nongeminate charge recombination can be done by varying the pump intensity performing a target analysis (see Figure S7 −10 or Table S5 on the ESI). Table 3 , second column, shows approximate times of 50% polaron decay due to geminate recombination, τ1/2, given in nanoseconds. The shortest times of geminate recombination are found in M0 and M3 with τ1/2 times of 7.5 and 6.2 ns, respectively. In M1, geminate recombination proceeds so slowly that we cannot give a precise value for τ1/2, our experimental limit being approximately 10 ns. In M2, finally, experimental uncertainties did not permit us to find τ1/2. Table 3 Time of 50% survival for geminate recombination (τ1/2); "exp": from intensity dependent TA dynamics using a target analysis; "calc": by application of the MarcusJortner equation. For details, see SI. *) value not available due to experimental constraints. The table also shows the internal and external reorganization energies (λint and λext, respectively) and the driving force for charge recombination, Δ 0 , according to eq.1. All energy values given in eV.
In order to find out the reason for the different rates for geminate recombination in the compounds M0-M3, we calculated electron back transfer rates for charge recombination using the Marcus-Levich-Jortner equation in the semiclassical form which includes effects from tunnelling induced by electron-phonon coupling. 23
In eq.1, the suffix CR refers to charge recombination. The internal reorganization energy λv is obtained by a quantumchemical calculation (see ESI), while Ev is the vibrational energy of an effective mode. The external reorganization energy is given by λs(r), where r is the centre-to-centre distance of the oxidized donor (D) and reduced acceptor (A) excess charge densities, υ is the vibrational quantum number, V is the coupling between D and A, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and 0 ( ) is the Gibbs free energy change ("driving force") for charge transfer process Y, obtained by the Rehm-Weller equation:
Where and are the oxidation and the reduction potentials of donor and acceptor, respectively, as measured by cyclovoltammetry, and is a correction term taking into account the different dielectric constants in the CV experiment and the solid state (For details see ESI).
The result of the calculations is shown in Table 3 . We assumed an effective distance r = 1 nm between donor and acceptor and a D-A coupling constant V(r,p) = 20 meV, which is a typical value for D-A pairs. 24 With these assumptions, we Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins reproduce the fast geminate recombination times for M0:PC70BM and M3:PC70BM quite well; we furthermore find very slow geminate recombination for M1:PC70BM and M2:PC70BM, in agreement with the experimentally determined lower limit. These drastic differences in the geminate charge recombination times can be understood by considering the calculated values for the internal and external reorganization energies (λint and λext, respectively) and the driving force for charge recombination, Δ 0 . We find that for both M1:PC70BM
and M2:PC70BM, the driving forces for charge separation are high and internal reorganization energies are low. Under these conditions, charge recombination takes place far in the Marcus inverted region, explaining low recombination rates. These results show that in a series of compounds of similar core but different substitution pattern, it is possible to qualitatively predict a trend of geminate recombination rates, by relying only on easily measurable quantities (CV, optical spectroscopy) and such that can be calculated by relatively inexpensive computational methods such as (TD)DFT. We have shown that, assuming reasonable parameters for the donoracceptor distance, the coupling and the effective Huang-Rhys parameter, we obtain quantitative agreement between calculation and experiment. These parameters are difficult to calculate or measure; however, in a class of similar materials they can be considered as constant such that useful trends for the geminate recombination times can be obtained without the need for expensive and time-consuming methods as femtosecond spectroscopy and ab-initio quantum chemical studies.
Our method can be used to predict the optimum substituents in a specific class of donor or acceptor materials to suppress geminate charge recombination in donor-acceptor blends. Lowest geminate recombination rates are expected in the so-called 'Marcus inverted region' where the driving force (free enthalpy gain) for charge back transfer exceeds the reorganization energy, leading to a thermal activation barrier. In the quest for novel low optical bandgap donors and acceptors, providing lower driving force for recombination, special care must be taken to keep the reorganization energy as low as possible, by introducing a rigid core that avoids strong electron-phonon coupling of high frequency modes.
Conclusions
We have synthesised a series of rhodanine-based smallmolecule electron donors and blended them with the PC70BM acceptor. In photovoltaic devices, we found low-to-medium power conversion efficiencies. By performing a target analysis on femtosecond spectroscopy data, we quantified the rates of geminate charge recombination. Using time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), we calculated the nature of the lowest energetic singlet and charged excited states as well as internal reorganization energies. Using these quantities, we were able to reproduce the measured geminate recombination times by applying the Marcus-Levich-Jortner equation. We therefore demonstrate that assuming reasonable quantities for the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor, it is possible to predict geminate recombination rates in a series of similar compounds. Our method should thus accelerate the search for high performance donor-acceptor blends based on small molecules.
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